A method for computing uncertainties of measured sparameters is presented. Unlike the specification software provided with network analyzers, the new method is capable of calculating the uncertainties of arbitrary s-parameter sets and instrument settings.
Introduction
The uncertainties on measured s-parameters are valuable information in their own rights, but particularly in conjunction with modelling tasks. Here the accuracy of the experimental foundation behind a model may guide the fitting process and constitute an objective criterion, possibly the only one, for estimating the quality of the result. This usage of uncertainties has proven to be advantageous and has been reported elsewhere, Vidkjar et al. (1) , (2) . The present paper concentrates on how the uncertainties are actually calculated from three types of information, the accuracy specification of the network analyzer, its operating condition in the particular set of calibrations and measurement, and the s-parameter values themselves.
The reason why the present work was necessary are the two last items above. Accuracy specifications on network analyzers are generally not available in a form which makes it possible directly to calculate uncertainties corresponding to all the situations which occur in measurements for device modelling. As a matter of fact, such specifications have evolved from being reasonably accessible, although incomplete, in the forms of graphs, tables, and formulas in low frequency and older models, HP8753C, HP8510A to becoming completely opaque in HP8510B and gradually improving with the HP8510C network analyzers. In any case, however, specifications apply to only one setting of the power level which may be too high to guarantee undisturbed measurements for precision modeling of transistors. Moreover, they often apply only to a limited set of s-parameters which bears no resemblance to active device data; e.g. in sll and S22 measurements S2i and S12 are commonly assumed zero and visa versa.
Basic Uncertainty Computations
The method to be presented has two major ingredients. An updating algorithm for calculating the resultant s-parameter uncertainties from the various contributions and a model of the dynamic errors in the receiver part of the network analyzer. The latter is used for generating or adjusting known error contributions to the power levels, which are actually applied.
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Below, we consider first the algorithm and a few fundamental concepts which are essential to its formulation and utilization. In order to concentrate on principal aspects, no distinction is made between magnitude and phase errors, as they both follow the same computational schemes.
A flowgraph for the residual errors in a forward direction sparameter measurement is shown in Fig. 1 
, (4), may illustrate error origins, but they serve no additional computational purposes. Eqs. (1) and (2) In network analyzer literature and specifications it is common to distinguish between the error types, (4) Dynamic errors are caused by nonlinearities, especially compression, and noise in the receiver circuits of the network analyzer. In order to make uncertainty calculations for other power levels than those assumed in the original uncertainty specifications, these effects must be described as functions of the input levels to the receiver. We shall here outline the essence of a procedure for deriving the functions. Consider first the transmission through the initial mixer and IF stages of a single channel in a receiver, Fig. 3 . It may be written, 
Discussions and Conclusions
The presentation above emphasized a few key aspects in the formulation of algorithms for computing uncertainties of sparameters. A huge amount of important details were left out, for instance on the inclusion of trace noise and autoranging gain errors, the scaling of calibration error replacements, or the calculation of receiver input levels in measurements and calibrations. They are available in Vidkj2er (6) , which also describes the specific implementation of the methods for the HP8753C and HP8510B network analyzers. The capabilities of the resultant program, a C function, may be summarized by Table 1 . Here all operating conditions are user definable within the limitations of the specific instrument, and the program calculates the corresponding uncertainties for any set of s-parameters. Especially in device measurement for modelling tasks, the flexibility of the new program compared to common uncertainty specifications has proven highly useful. 
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